How to Make a Paper Dollhouse Table

Instructions

1. Print this document.
2. Cut out the shape on the last page of this document.
3. Follow the instructions below for folding.

Fold your paper in half along one diagonal. Unfold. Fold in half along the other diagonal. Unfold. Fold in half vertically. Unfold. Fold in half horizontally. Unfold.

Bring the left and right sides into the middle. Bring the top and bottom sides into the middle. Unfold the top half of the paper and made diagonal creases along each side to create a roof-like shape. Repeat this process on the bottom of the paper to make what is known as an origami boat base form. This video tutorial can help if you are having trouble with this step of the project.

Lift the top left flap so it stands straight up. Put your finger inside the flap and press it down to make a square. Do the same thing with the other three flaps.
Fold the corners of the four small squares you just created in, so that they meet along each small square's diagonal line. Fold each corner of the larger square in towards the center, as indicated in the photo below.

Unfold the each flap you created in the previous step and pull up the bottom corner as you press in the sides to flatten the paper. This creates the legs of your table. The folding motion is very similar to what is used to make an origami crane.
Turn your table over and add a paper chair or two to complete your dollhouse scene.